
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story, inspired by my conversation with Leslie Manookian, is about integrity, love,

and spiritual spine.

We all know how the past three years have been. The past three years have been

tough. They have also been a dramatic litmus test for everything in our lives: our

character, our relationships, and our ability to say no to abuse and ?ght back.

We usually discover our courage when we realize that it’s a matter of life and death.

When things get tough and abusive, when the world stop making sense, we get

baBed at ?rst but then we usually ?nd our spine.

Where Does Courage Come From?

Analysis by Tessa Lena  April 14, 2023

Leslie Manookian is a veteran health freedom warrior and the founder of Health

Freedom Defend Fund



Years ago, she walked away from a very lucrative career as a Wall Street exec after

realizing she was “working for the wrong team”



Leslie’s organization has ?led over a dozen big “freedom” lawsuits since 2020,

including her lawsuit against the travel mask mandate — which she won



Now is the time for courage, and courage often comes during the diScult times — and

carries us through



https://tessa.substack.com/about


And so in 2020, when the outside world went nuts, life got very real — and suddenly, it

became very clear what each of us stood for.

Our super?cial relationships? Gone. Gone like bubbles in the wind. But as our wobbly

relationships went down in Xames, our soul relationships got stronger, and new soul

relationships appeared. And since we are all unique individuals, walking our unique

paths, the experiences we brought to 2020 were also unique. Some of us discovered

the abusive streak of the world in 2020 for the ?rst time, and some of us had been

“getting ready for this” for years. Leslie Manookian is the latter camp.

Leslie’s Background

Leslie Manookian is a veteran of health freedom movement. She is a ?erce health

freedom advocate and an extraordinary woman. When I was interviewing her, I was

moved beyond words.

Among other things, Leslie is the person whom we can thank for not having to wear a

mask on the plane. It was her organization’s lawsuit that struck down the federal

travel mandate in 2022. Even the hit piece that Bloomberg Magazine did on Leslie last

year acknowledged that.

Leslie is a stunning human being who is not afraid to put her actions where

her mouth is. Years ago, she walked away from a star career as a very

successful Wall Street executive — and from “many millions of dollars” — to

Aght for her truth and be a health freedom advocate.

One day in Leslie’s “past life” as a Director at Alliance Capital in London

managing their European Growth Portfolio Management and Research, she

had a conversation with a big pharmaceutical company about their troubled

stock. The stock was troubled because the company was about to release a

“blockbuster” drug (according to Leslie, it’s a drug we know) but the word had

gotten out that people were dying in their clinical trials.

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/mask-mandates-eliminated
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And so, to reassure the big investors, the pharmaceutical company set up

meetings and revealed that, yes, unfortunately, the FDA would have them put

a black box warning onto the insert — but not to worry, they were still going to

sell a whole lot of that drug.

Now, some people would just take that information in, shrink on the inside

from the cynicism they’d imbibed, and carry on — but not Leslie! She realized

that she had been naively “playing for the wrong team,” and, after she had

fully processed the new information and revised her assumptions about the

world, she resigned.

Around that same time, for personal reasons, Leslie encountered the world of

homeopathy. (Today, she is certiAed as a homeopath.) When she Arst heard

her homeopathy instructor mention vaccine injuries in class, Leslie, who had

assumed that vaccines were the greatest invention of modern medicine,

raised her hand and inquired what on Earth he was talking about.

Initially, she didn’t believe his words and thought he was crazy to say that.

But, an analyst at heart. Leslie went ahead and grabbed a book on the topic,

read it in one sitting, discovered hundreds of scientiAc citations

demonstrating vaccine injury, and “just sobbed and sobbed.”

She was shocked that things were that cynical — that vaccine injuries were

well-documented, well-known, and not even rare — and yet the

pharmaceutical giants cared not about the suffering of the people — and just

lied. And they lied and bribed and gaslit so effectively that your average

“educated person” had no clue and just assumed that only crazy antiscientiAc

yokels could distrust the vaccines.

From there, Leslie made a documentary, The Greater Good. And in 2020,

Leslie, who was onto the scam right away, founded Health Freedom Defense

Fund, on behalf of which she had Aled over a dozen lawsuits for freedom and

https://greatergoodmovie.org/
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dignity — with great success.

Some of the important things that we talked about in the interview were the key

pieces of legislation that had paved the way for 2020.

Patriot Act

The notorious Patriot Act (“Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing

Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism”) was passed by the

U.S. Congress and signed into law by President George W. Bush on Oct. 26, 2001,

following 9/11.

It allowed the alphabet agencies to spy on Americans and collect personal

information without a warrant, to conduct “Sneak and Peek” searches (enter homes

and oSces when no one was there and not leave a notice), and other egregious

breaches of privacy that were at least theoretically unthinkable prior to 2001.

But don’t take my word for it, here is what the ACLU had to say about it in 2011, when

they still had vital signs:

PREP ACT of 2005

The Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act is a tort liability shield

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/patriotact.asp
https://www.aclu.org/news/national-security/patriot-act-10-years-later
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_Readiness_and_Emergency_Preparedness_Act
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intended to protect different providers of “countermeasures,” including vaccine

manufacturers, from ?nancial or legal risk in the event of a declared public health

emergency. It was passed by Congress and signed into law by George W. Bush in

December 2005.

The PREP Act authorizes the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human

Services to issue a PREP Act declaration. The declaration then provides immunity

from liability (except for willful misconduct) for claims:

of loss caused, arising out of, relating to, or resulting from administration or use of

countermeasures to diseases, threats and conditions

determined by the Secretary to constitute a present, or credible risk of a future

public health emergency

to entities and individuals involved in the development, manufacture, testing,

distribution, administration, and use of such countermeasures

“A PREP Act declaration is speciJcally for the purpose of providing immunity from

liability [emphasis mine], and is different from, and not dependent on, other

emergency declarations.” So that was in 2005, and in 2020, they had to just issue a

declaration, and legal liability was gone.

Suspension of Habeas Corpus

Here is an explanation of habeas corpus and its history from the Rutherford Institute:

“Translated as ‘you should have the body’ habeas corpus [enshrined in the

Constitution] is a legal action, or writ, by which those imprisoned unlawfully

can seek relief from their imprisonment. Derived from English common law,

habeas corpus Arst appeared in the Magna Carta of 1215 and is the oldest

human right in the history of English-speaking civilization.

https://aspr.hhs.gov/legal/PREPact/Pages/default.aspx
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The doctrine of habeas corpus stems from the requirement that a

government must either charge a person or let him go free.”

Prior to the 20th century, habeas corpus was suspended twice. “It was ?rst

suspended on April 27, 1861, in Maryland and parts of midwestern states by

President Abraham Lincoln in response to riots and local militia action, as well as the

threat that Maryland would secede from the Union.

The second suspension of habeas corpus occurred … in the early 1870s, when

President Ulysses S. Grant responded to civil rights violations by the Ku Klux Klan. It

was then limited to nine counties in South Carolina.”

“In 1996, following the Oklahoma City bombing, Congress passed the

Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA), which limited the use

of the federal writ of habeas corpus in two ways. First, it imposed a one-year

statute of limitations on bringing the writ … Second, it dramatically increased

the federal judiciary’s deference to decisions previously made in state court

proceedings either on appeal or in a state court habeas corpus action.”

“Following 9/11, President Bush made several attempts with varying degrees

of success to revoke the right of habeas corpus … The Arst effort by

President Bush to avoid habeas corpus proceedings for suspects was the

Presidential Military Order of November 13, 2001.

This gave the president the power to detain as ‘enemy combatants’ non-

citizens suspected of having a connection to terrorists or terrorism. These

individuals could then be held without charge indeAnitely, without a court

hearing and without access to a lawyer.”

In 2006, Bush signed the Military Commissions Act in 2006. “The Act eliminated

habeas corpus by allowing non-citizen enemy combatants to be held inde?nitely in a

military prison without access to a lawyer.” (That position was challenged by the

https://ccrjustice.org/home/get-involved/tools-resources/fact-sheets-and-faqs/factsheet-boumediene-v-bushal-odah-v-us


Supreme Court in 2008.)

Then on in May 2007, Bush “issued a ‘presidential directive’ that allows him to

assume control of the federal government following a ‘catastrophic emergency.’

Although the directive doesn’t speci?cally identify the types of emergencies that

would qualify as “catastrophic,” the language is so broad that it could include almost

anything that might have a major impact on the country. This directive would in effect

make any president the ?nal authority in such an emergency.”

And then, the NDAA signed by Obama on December 31, 2011, solidi?ed the bipartisan

totalitarian trend. As Leslie writes in her Substack, “I Used to Believe,” when Obama

signed the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) in 2011, he removed the writ

of habeas corpus and the right to a lawyer — at the mere command of the President.

Some trivia: in March 2015, a New York Supreme Court justice issued an order to

"show cause & writ of habeas corpus" in a proceeding on behalf of two chimpanzees

used in research at Stony Brook University. The justice, Barbara Jaffe, amended her

order later in the day by striking the reference to habeas corpus.

In March 2020, Attorney General Barr submitted a proposal that asked to effectively

suspend habeas corpus. To quote Newsweek: “Attorney General William Barr

proposed granting himself immense, permanent powers extending far past the needs

posed by this threat.

For example, the proposal grants Barr personally the power to ask any chief judge to

hold a citizen, "whenever the district court is fully or partially closed by virtue of any

natural disaster, civil disobedience, or other emergency situation." What quali?es as

such disobedience or emergency is left, once again, to Barr. So Barr would be able to

hold any American — man, woman or child — inde?nitely at his own discretion,

whether related to COVID-19 or not, without trial.”

Where is Newsweek today, now that in my home state of new York, the governor and

https://lesliemanookian.substack.com/p/what-i-used-to-believe-1
https://thenewamerican.com/obama-signs-national-defense-authorization-act-into-law/
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the state AG want to be able to indeEnitely detain American citizens in isolations

camps?!

Smith–Mundt Act

The U.S. Information and Educational Exchange Act of 1948, known as Smith–Mundt

Act, was and signed into law by President Harry S. Truman on January 27, 1948.

“The Act was developed to regulate broadcasting of programs for foreign

audiences produced under the guidance by the State Department, and it

prohibited domestic dissemination of materials produced by such programs

as one of its provisions.

The original version of the Act was amended by the Smith–Mundt

Modernization Act of 2012 which allowed for materials produced by the

State Department and the Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG) to be

disseminated (widely spread) within the United States.”

I’d like to end the story with an excerpt of the interview.

In Leslie’s Own Words (An Excerpt From the Transcript)

I was, you know, very, very concerned about what I was seeing. I'd been doing

research for 20 years on all the different ways that the powers that be were changing

laws putting in place legislation in order to facilitate a public health takeover. And I

say this because if you look back at 2001, you know, 9/11 and 2001, within 45 days,

they introduced the Patriot Act.

And two weeks after that they introduced the model state emergency health Powers

Act legislation. So ?rst the Patriot Act, what did that do? It's so important for people

to understand. It allowed the government to conduct warrantless searches on us,

https://attorneycox.substack.com/p/breaking-news-governor-hochul-files
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smith%E2%80%93Mundt_Act
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something that's a constitutionally protected, right. They're not allowed to search you

or surveil you, absent some good reason and a court order, but they just started doing

it.

And their justi?cation was terrorism, right. So be very, very afraid of terrorism. And

then two weeks after they signed that legislation, the Patriot Act, into law, they

introduced the Model State Emergency Health Powers Act legislation. And this

legislation has been since then, adopted in whole or in part in 43 states across the

United States. And what this legislation did will just shock you when you think about it

now, today.

But back then people didn't understand the implications of it, I don't think. Of course,

those of us who were studying it did, and understood what the heck was going on. But

they were really paving the way for 2020. And with the Model State Emergency Health

Powers Act legislation did was to accord extraordinary power to governors, to state

governors, and state health departments, in the event of a public health emergency.

Isn't that convenient?

And everyone was, like, oh, you're a bunch of conspiracy theorists, crazy people,

they'll never do that. They would never use a public health emergency to shut down,

you know, travel between states or to, you know, contact trace you or to suspend law

in the States, right? They never do something as crazy as that. But that's exactly what

they were doing.

Everything that happened in 2020 and afterwards was facilitated, in part at least, by

that legislation. Literally, it says that you can do anything you want, that the governor

and the state health department can enact any means necessary in the event of a

public health emergency. And that, as long as there's a state of emergency declared,

which is what the federal government did, then they have the cover to enact an

emergency in their states.

And then all of a sudden, they get all of this wild rule, you know, authority making. In



Idaho where I live, the governor actually changed, he suspended statute. He literally

just suspended laws that protected parental rights, and would allow parents to not

know where their children were, if they were taken into custody by the state.

This is when, you know, there were rumors, and actually, there were job listings to

establish quarantine centers, where they would put minors. In Washington State, I

think they established eight of them. And they were talking about doing it in the state

of Idaho as well. And there was a huge public outcry. And so they sort of backed away

from it but the point is, this is where it ends, right.

So they did those two things. And then 2005, they passed the PREP Act, the Public

Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act. And that, of course, removed any

?nancial or legal liability from any company that produced what's called a “medical

countermeasure.” Think about a test a mask or a vaccine, in the event that a public

health emergency is declared.

So as soon as Prep Act was declared in 2020, anybody who created any of these

products, supposedly in response to the crisis, were protected. They had liability

shields, and you basically can't touch them, unless you can prove willful misconduct.

So that happened in 2005.

And then they submitted [suspended] the writ of habeas corpus … And the writ of

habeas corpus is something that's been around for almost 1000 years since the

Magna Carta, maybe 800 years since the Magna Carta, and that says that if you are

arrested and imprisoned, you have the right to appear before a judge to appeal

against wrongful imprisonment, seems like a pretty important aspect of any kind of

free country, right?

Well, in the end, you would think that it would be something that would be

unassailable in the United States, but they, they removed that. And they said, “Well,

listen, it only applies to terrorists, that we can deem someone an enemy combatant or

a threat. And then we can hold them inde?nitely. But, you know, it's not for the average



person.”

But that's not really the truth. They it's their discretion. It's not well de?ned. It's not

well de?ned what they mean by these people who can be detained. So arguably, it

could extend to anybody who speaks out against the government or does what we do.

So they did that. […]

Now, the NDAA is the bill, it's a recurring bill that Congress approves of every single

year. And what it does is it approves the spending budget for the Pentagon. And they

put all sorts of other stuff in there. So they repealed [amended] something called the

Smith-Mundt act in 2012.

And that was something that had been in place for, I think, about 70 years. And what

the Smith Mundt Act said was that the CIA is prohibited from propagandizing

American citizens propagandizing American citizens means knowingly, willfully

disseminating misleading, untruthful information lies to the American public in order

to manipulate them into a certain response.

Radio Free America is one of the tools of the CIA abroad in order to manipulate other

countries, but it had been prohibited in the United States for at least 70 years.

Well, they repealed that. And to those who were criticizing this policy move, they said,

you know, don't worry, don't worry, we're doing this, but it's not a danger, because we

don't have a program set up to do this. And there's no funding for it, even if we did

have a program.

Well, in 2013, they set up the program, and in 2016, they funded it through the NDAA

again. And nobody paid attention under Obama, who was supposed to stand for

transparency, right? I think it's one of the tools of the state is that whenever one sides

guy or woman or whatever says person is in power, then that side relaxes, and doesn't

pay attention to what is happening because they think that their interests are being

served, and that they're safe.



And so they ran through the things that are most anathema to one party's, you know,

ideals when their person is in power. And, you know, I think about like, I don't know if

you know this, but um, when Obama was in oSce, he repealed the 30 year moratorium

on offshore drilling. Now, if Bush and Cheney had done that, there would have been a

massive outcry about it. But when Obama did it, nobody said a real word.

And so I think it's the same thing, just like, I think if Biden had started operation warm

speed, there would have been a huge public outcry. But when Trump did it,

conservatives were silent about it. Well, you know, I think they kind of grinned and

bore it. And I think that's kind of one of the ways that they manipulate us divide us is

by putting us to sleep thinking that our interests are being served.

And so we don't pay as much attention. But anyway, so all this is happening. And then

2020 rolls around. And within the ?rst few days of January of 2020, we were starting

to hear reports that there was some you know, deadly thing coming out of China. And

I said to my husband, oh my gosh, you mark my words, they're starting this in China,

because China is going to show the rest of the world how to do this, how and they're

going to lock down, they're gonna do all these things.

And he's told me, “honey, don't be silly. That's not going to happen.” And, of course, it's

exactly what happened. Everything that I feared would happen, happened, and it's

because of all of the research I've done.

And so, early on in 2020, I had met a very accomplished attorney, who was connected

to all these other really accomplished attorneys. They were little trial lawyers

litigators, and I started telling them about what I thought was really going on. And I

decided I was going to start Health Freedom Defense Fund, so I'd be ready to start

?ling suits when they really enacted the most draconian measures, and so that's what

happened.

So I started Health Freedom Defense Fund, it was incorporated in August of 2020.

And we've actually ?led more than 12 lawsuits since then. And that's a lot. We're not



talking about just little lawsuits, we're talking about huge lawsuits, three against the

federal government, we've sued the Los Angeles Uni?ed School District twice, the

second biggest school district in the nation.

We've sued the school system in Arizona, Nike, we've sued Disney, a city and a school

district in Idaho. We've ?led a ton of lawsuits, and our three lawsuits are the federal …

the one that people will know the most against the federal government is the travel

mask mandate, because that's the reason that you don't have to wear a mask,

because of Health Freedom Defense Fund’s lawsuit challenging the Biden

administration's travel mask mandate.

You know, when they told everybody a year into this whole thing, that you have to wear

a mask, all of a sudden, if you try, if you go on a plane, or on a bus, any kind of travel

conveyance that is either interstate, or takes money from the federal government. So

we struck that down.

And anyway, we just got so much going on, a bunch of other initiatives as well. And it

was just because I would just say, Tessa, because I was truly called by God.

And if it hadn't been for that, and hadn't been for the experience that I had on Wall

Street, I don't think I would have believed everything I was leaning, you know, but

because I'd heard the CEO say, oh, yeah, we're gonna kill some people, in effect, that's

what he said, we're gonna kill some people but we’ll make a ton of money doing it.

So don't worry, you'll make a lot of money. If I hadn't heard those kinds of things. I'm

not so sure I would have fully appreciated everything that I was learning or been

prompted to do what I would have done.

About the Author

To ?nd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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Guillermou

Leslie Manookian is a hero in defending freedom on all fronts where people's rights to health and

information are destroyed by the institutions that should protect them. Liskie's courage is unique and

typical of people where ethics must triumph over the corruption of the political, pharmaceutical and

medical class. Manookian, a former Wall Street trade executive and award-winning documentary

producer, said she founded the Health Freedom Defend Fund (HFDF) because she was deeply

concerned about all the C-19 measures and egregious violations of basic American liberties. Leslie

Manookian joined host Dr. Daniel Bobinski on the April 21 episode of “Keep the Republic” on

Brighteon.TV exposing that the CDC has no authority to make decisions for Americans.

This was the argument of the defender of the freedom of health “The CDC is supposed to be an agency

that provides guidance and recommendations, it doesn't issue edicts or directives to 330 million

people. So if you look at the CDC vaccination schedule, it's recommended, it's up to the states to decide

what they're going to do about that," said Manookian, founder of HFDF. “And what this really comes

down to is constitutional authority. The faculties of health are reserved to the states; they are not

turned over to the federal government.

So the CDC, as a federal health agency under the executive branch, doesn't have the authority to make

these kinds of decisions for everyone. The CDC's job is to investigate and provide information to the

administration, and the administration makes decisions. That is precisely why HFDF challenged the

CDC's mask mandate. Manookian said the federal health agency does not have the legal authority to

issue the mandate. The health freedom advocate added that the CDC did not follow proper procedure

and did not justify the mask mandate. www.brighteon.com/6c7e2bee-93af-4c47-9415-644c65256218

 (2022)
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Guillermou

CDC JUST AN INNOCENT MISTAKE? by LESLIE MANOOKIAN CDC has destroyed any semblance of

trust it once had with the American people. CDC didn’t just make some mistakes, CDC duped the

American people on the science of PCR tests, masks, distancing, lockdowns, and spread of COVID.

lesliemanookian.substack.com/.../cdc-just-an-innocent-mistake  (09/06/2022).---- LESLIE

MANOOKIAN: FOR THE LAST 20 YEARS THEY'VE BEEN REALLY LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR

THIS MOMENT... www.bitchute.com/.../HXnCaxNy1UXD  (2022---WHAT I USED TO BELIEVE by

LESLIE MANOOKIAN. I used to believe science was about truth and that the broad collection of

medical/scienti?c associations, journals, and professionals pursued truth above all else for the

bene?t of humanity - not pro?t. I used to believe...I used to believe..

The truth is that the federal government gave tens of billions to the COVID-19 vaccine

manufactures allegedly to address the crisis but the upshot was that government, media, and

those vaccine makers colluded to rush a product to market, destroy the clinical trial data by

unblinding the trials mere months into the trial, censor and denounce anyone who sounded the

alarm or suggested a different approach, suppress therapeutic treatments, and reap extraordinary

levels of pro?t. The federal government oversaw and directed the transfer of immense wealth to

these corporations, while their putative life-saving injections likely resulted in hundreds of

thousands of excess deaths and multiples more disabilities

lesliemanookian.substack.com/.../what-i-used-to-believe-1  (02/04/2023)
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juststeve

Gui, mistakes are forgivable, a covert war against humanity is not.
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juststeve

On the subject of homeopathy. When quantum physics explores Quantum Entanglement's, meaning

when particles once exposed to one another become separated, they exhibit signs of either one

affecting the other even if over great distances. What is homeopathy if not Quantum Entanglement in

action? Offenders diluted down until the offender is no longer detected but the many particles have the

quantum memory of the original offender, so particles speak to the body's immune system with those

memories. So sparking the Immune Tools to possibly move in proper directions.
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jef9075

I remember back in either 2000 or 2001. My cat ( Mr. Eddie) was sick with something that he was

having diSculty overcoming. I brought him to a Veterinarian in New Orleans who practiced natural

health. My pets and I had never used homeopathy before, and from what I heard about

homeopathy, it all just sounded like hocus pocus to me. Long story short... she took a look at him,

watched him walk around her oSce for a few minutes... listened to me talk about his symptoms....

then tossed several homeopathic pellets in his mouth. He was better in about 30 minutes. Been a

believer ever since.
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Guillermou

In this article, the principles and explanations of Quantum Electrodynamics are accepted as being

incorporated into the fundamental teachings of the homeopathic method, thus providing the

homeopath with a solid foundation in the practice of rational medicine. Systematic efforts in this

direction should include multiple disciplines, such as quantum physics, quantum biology,

conventional and homeopathic medicine and psychology. pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30901775

 .-----Other article: Towards a Quantum Mechanical Interpretation of Homeopathy.

www.cs.rug.nl/.../qthair.pdf  .---- Dr Wilhelm Heinrich Schssler studied Hanneman's homeopathy,

and it was in this science that he inspired his research.

Schssler began by measuring the salts that predominate in each of our tissues, in order to

administer the bene?cial salt to feed the cells that make up that tissue. This is how he discovered

12 salts that are the main ones in our bodies: Schssler studied the permeability of the cell

membrane in order to establish the dose capable of crossing the permeability of the cell

membrane, and these doses are in?nitesimal doses and in aqueous solution. For this reason, he

diluted his twelve salts in D6 potencies, which are related to the permeability of the cell membrane.
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Guillermou

Schssler's Salts do not have the mission of supplying the tissues with the salts they lack, this must

be done necessarily through food. The function of Schssler salts is to help the body to compensate

for alterations in the distribution and absorption of minerals. Although the dosage and preparation

of Schssler's salts satisfy the homeopathic criteria, it is therapeutically based on its "Biochemical

Healing Method", that is, on physiological-chemical processes that take place within the organism.

 What Schssler called “molecular distribution disorder”, is that the ions of a salt in the body are not

available when needed, that is, “the relevant salt is not in the right place at the right time”.

Schssler's salts help to solve the disorder in the distribution of ions, so that the particles of a salt in

question are able to reach the cells that need them. In a similar way to the operation of the

principle of similarity in homeopathy, Schssler's salt stimulates the body to redistribute that same

substance, activates it, makes it effective. In these links the properties of the 12 Schssler salts.

The 12 Tissue Salts or Cell Salt Remedies. Fundamental homeopathic remedy

www.brighterdayfoods.com/PDFDocs/l/LR72WHCKJQ1V9LTGKT8CGWX7TM5B1NP5.PD..  ..---- Do

Tissue Salts Work? Tissue Salts Review

reversemsmdblog.com/do-tissue-salts-work-tissue-salts-review  (2018) ..----

apotheke-am-herrfurthplatz.de/en/zwischen-homoeopathie-und-biochemie-d..  ..----

www.rainbow.coop/.../dr-schusslers-twelve-cell-salts  ..---
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Esther M. Cook

juststeve: Quantum entanglement is the best explanation for homeopathy that I have seen. Thank

you.
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Almond

Maybe courage comes from fear. The kind of fear that demands your attention and makes you stop

and think. Then, you realize the status quo is simply not tenable. The risk of working towards change

gives hope, whereas doing nothing only brings despair. At this point, you take charge of your life and

make a commitment to work for change. It may be both an emotional and rational decision when you

decide you will no longer allow yourself to be ruled by fear.  There are so many kinds of fear... fear of

the unknown, fear of ridicule, fear of being ostracized and not ?tting in, fear of loss of affection or a

job, fear of your emotions, fear of a dreaded disease, phobias... The people we consider courageous

are the ones who may be intimately acquainted with fear, but decide to act anyway. Sometimes, the

only way out is through.
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NurseKaren45

Almond, so very well said. Thank you! We all need to remember that The Cowardly Lion in the

Wizard of Oz was scared to death of the witch, but his love for Dorothy enabled him to overcome

that fear and DO WHAT HE HAD TO DO. He went into the bowels of the Wicked Witch's base to save

the friend he loved. Courage is NOT the absence of fear, it is staring fear straight in the eyes and

STILL doing what is right and what must be done. Anyone else remember Dr. Mercola's article

(early on in the scamdemic) which ended with these words: BE BRAVE. RESIST TYRANNY. (His

words were a mantra that allowed me to stand up for myself and not wear a deadly mask when I

went inside a store). I repeated this to myself MANY times, in MANY situations. THANK YOU,

JOSEPH MERCOLA!!!!
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Guillermou

Yes, where there is rebellion, where we believe in an end and we are not afraid of fear, courage

arises. Leslie Manookian has shown a lot of courage. Underline the importance of strength and

courage and how courage can give us enough power to start something new. It is heard that the

brave, those who take risks, those who risk it and bet on a different life, on creating new

circumstances whose construction is expected to be diScult, even impossible, are "crazy". But

courage has nothing to do with madness. Probably courage more than the absence of fear is the

awareness that there is something worth risking for. Courage is strength at the service of love and

consciousness. Courage moves us because we believe that what we want to create, change, build

makes sense. of our fears, our courage is born and in our doubts, live our certainties. dreams

announce another possible reality and delusions another reason. in the wanderings, ?nds await us

because you have to get lost to meet again. - Eduardo Galeano
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Almond

Guillermo and all... Perhaps courage is less about overcoming fear than the amount of faith and

optimism a person has.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

AMAZING ARTICLE AND AMAZING WOMAN. Thank God for good people doing good things.
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evedawn

Great article! Have yet to watch the interview. Thank you in advance ladies. Are you familiar with the

work of Katherine Watt and Sasha Latypova? Your work supplements each other wonderfully I feel.
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fundamentalassumptions

Courage comes of God who is the way, the truth and the life. By his grace & continuing in his word men

know freedom indeed, & the new birth by belief in the Gospel, redeeming & justifying souls by the

power of God who is alone able, holy, holy, holy & absolute, eternal, transcendent to this dying, &

personal: bringing liberty from the fear of death which holds all men in bondage since the ?rst fallen &

corrupted fallen one brought his lies & death here to be received of mankind. Idolatry. There is still

another spirit though, & corruptible Xesh to deal with, & will be until the resurrection & ?nal judgment &

the redemption of the purchased possession, by the power of God: but death is already defeated.

Death yet reigns over the Xesh, even in the redeemed of soul & spirit, for the sake of the elect & of the

mercy of God, as well as to keep the pride of men, the creature, in check. Nonetheless, the inheritance

of the redeemed is sure, though the ?nal dispensation & consummation is yet future. We are but

sojourners & pilgrims here, having exchanged citizenship & fealty to the far & better, eternal King &

kingdom. Every power of men & devils, the Dragon & so forth, fears that kind of hope & Spirit of truth &

life bringing real courage to all the redeemed sons of Adam...& wars against it whether openly or

covertly, by stealth & sophistry, with that old father of lies, slanderer of God, & accuser of the brethren.
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